# Joint Concept Structure

## Capstone Concept for Joint Operations (CCJO)

### Joint Operating Concepts (JOCs):
*Link Strategic Guidance to Future Military Operations*

- **CS**: Cooperative Security
- **DO**: Deterrence Ops v.2.0
- **IW**: Irregular Warfare v.2.0
- **MCO**: Major Combat Ops v.2.0
- **STAB OPS**: SSTRO v.2.0
- **HD/CS**: Homeland Defense & Civil Support v.2.0

### Supporting Concepts:
*Depth and Detail to a Single JOC*
- Defeating Terrorist Networks
- Foreign Internal Defense
- Unconventional Warfare
- Joint Urban Ops

### Supporting Concepts:
*Depth and Detail to Multiple JOCs*
- Joint Logistics v.1.0
- Maritime Domain Awareness
- Persistent ISR
- CWMD
- Undersea Superiority
- Joint C2
- Net Centric
- Integrated Air & Missile Defense
- Strategic Communication
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